THE SIGNATURE AND ARITHMETIC GENUS OF CERTAIN ASPHERICAL MANIFOLDS l F. THOMAS FARRELL1
Abstract.
In this paper we show that the signature and arithmetic genus of certain aspherical manifolds M vanish when the center of itx M is nontrivial. We make the possibly technical assumption that ttx M is residually finite.
0. Introduction. Gottlieb [4] has shown that the Euler characteristic of a finite, aspherical polyhedron X vanishes, provided ttx X has a nontrivial center. (Recall that X is aspherical, if "n¡X vanishes for all i ¥= X.)
In this note, we show that the signature of a closed, smooth, aspherical manifold M vanishes, provided irx M has a nontrivial center and is residually finite. (A group T is residually finite if, for each y G T, there exists a subgroup A with finite index such that y £ Ay.) We also prove an analogous result for the arithmetic genus (and the generalized arithmetic genus) of a Kaehler manifold.
The residually finite condition is possibly superfluous, but the author so far has been unable to remove it. (Stallings' paper [7] may be helpful here.) In any event, Malcev [6, Theorem VII] has given the following useful criterion for residual finiteness. Namely T is residually finite if, for each y G T, there exists a representation <p: T -> GL (n, R) (where n can vary with y) such that <p(y) is not the identity matrix.
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1. The signature. We begin by paraphrasing a basic result from [4] .
Corollary
[4, 1.14]. Let X be a finite, aspherical complex and a an element in the center of trxiX, x0); then there exists a homotopy h: X X [0,1] -> X such that Xo. /i(x,0) = /i(x, 1) = xfor all x G X, and 2°. the closed path /i(x0,/) represents a.
This has the following immediate consequence. Lemma 1.1. Let X be a finite, aspherical complex such that irx X is residually finite and contains a nontrivial center; then there exists a connected, finite-sheeted, regular covering space f: X -* X and a covering transformation T: X -> X such that T is homotopic to the identity map but different from it.
Proof. Let a be a nontrivial element in the center of irxiX,xQ), « the homotopy posited in Corollary 1.14 of [4] , and Y a normal subgroup of TTXiX,xQ) with finite index such that a £ T. Then /: X -» X is the regular covering space corresponding to T and T is obtained as follows. Lift « to a homotopy h: X X [0,1] -> X such that hix, 0) = x for all x G X, and define Tby the equation T(x) = hix, 1).
Let A/4" be a connected, closed, smooth, oriented manifold of dimension 4«, then the cup-product pairing evaluated on the orientation class of M defines a symmetric, nondegenerate, bilinear form B on H2"iM, R). Split H2"iM,R) as the direct sum of two subspaces H2"iM,R) = H+ © H~ so that B is positive definition on H+ and negative definite on H~, and recall that the signature of M, Sign(M), is defined by Sign (A/) = dim H+ -dim H~. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
